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Complexins are small α-helical proteins that modulate neurotransmitter release by binding to SNARE
complexes during synaptic vesicle exocytosis. They have been found to function as fusion clamps to inhibit
spontaneous synaptic vesicle fusion in the absence of Ca2+, while also promoting evoked neurotransmitter
release following an action potential. Complexins consist of an N-terminal domain and an accessory
α-helix that regulates the activating and inhibitory properties of the protein, respectively, and a central
α-helix that binds the SNARE complex and is essential for both functions. In addition, complexins contain a
largely unstructured C-terminal domain whose role in synaptic vesicle cycling is poorly defined. Here, we
demonstrate that the C-terminus of Drosophila complexin (DmCpx) regulates localization to synapses and that
alternative splicing of the C-terminus can differentially regulate spontaneous and evoked neurotransmitter
release. Characterization of the single DmCpx gene by mRNA analysis revealed expression of two alternatively
expressed isoforms, DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B, which encode proteins with different C-termini that contain
or lack a membrane tethering prenylation domain. The predominant isoform, DmCpx7A, is further modified
by RNA editing within this C-terminal region. Functional analysis of the splice isoforms showed that both
are similarly localized to synaptic boutons at larval neuromuscular junctions, but have differential effects on
the regulation of evoked and spontaneous fusion. These data indicate that the C-terminus of Drosophila
complexin regulates both spontaneous and evoked release through separate mechanisms and that alternative
splicing generates isoforms with distinct effects on the two major modes of synaptic vesicle fusion at synapses.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

A conserved vesicle trafficking machinery made up of soluble
N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment protein receptors
(SNAREs) and SM proteins drives membrane fusion in multiple
cellular compartments (Südhof and Rothman, 2009). At synapses,
the fusion of neurotransmitter containing vesicles with the plasma
membrane is tightly regulated to allow for precise communication
within the nervous system. Several SNARE-binding accessory pro-
teins that modulate the activity of the core machinery have evolved
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to provide synapse-specific requirements for synaptic vesicle fusion.
The best studied of these accessory proteins is the vesicular Ca2+

sensor synaptotagmin 1 (Syt 1), which binds to SNARE complexes
and membrane phospholipids in a Ca2+-dependent manner to
allow for fast synchronous neurotransmitter release in response to
Ca2+ (Geppert et al., 1994; Xu et al., 2007; Yoshihara and Littleton,
2002). In contrast to Syt 1, the precise function of complexin (Cpx)
in synaptic vesicle fusion is still being elucidated. Cpxs are small,
α-helical proteins identified based on their ability to bind the assem-
bled SNARE complex with 1:1 stoichiometry (Bracher et al., 2002;
Chen et al., 2002; McMahon et al., 1995; Pabst et al., 2000).

Numerous studies have suggested that Cpx acts both to inhibit
spontaneous neurotransmitter release in the absence of Ca2+ (Hobson
et al., 2011; Huntwork and Littleton, 2007; Martin et al., 2011;
Maximov et al., 2009) and to promote evoked neurotransmitter release
(Cai et al., 2008; Hobson et al., 2011; Huntwork and Littleton, 2007;
Martin et al., 2011; Maximov et al., 2009; Reim et al., 2001; Xue et al.,
2007, 2008). Data from biochemical studies (Giraudo et al., 2006;
Schaub et al., 2006), genetic knock-out studies in Drosophila and
Caenorhabditis elegans (Hobson et al., 2011; Huntwork and Littleton,
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2007; Martin et al., 2011) and genetic knock-down studies in mice
(Maximov et al., 2009) have supported the role of Cpx as an inhibitor
of spontaneous neurotransmitter release. Genetic deletion of the
single Cpx homolog in Drosophila (DmCpx) results in a dramatic
increase in the frequency of spontaneous vesicle fusion events (minis)
at the larval neuromuscular junction (NMJ) (Cho et al., 2010;
Huntwork and Littleton, 2007). Similarly, the frequency of tonic fusion
events at the C. elegans NMJ is increased in genetic knock-outs of
the primary Cpx homolog (CeCpx-1) (Hobson et al., 2011; Martin
et al., 2011). Unlike flies and worms, mammals have four Cpx genes
with distinct expression patterns in the nervous system (Reim et al.,
2005). RNAi knock-down of Cpxs in mouse cortical cultures increases
spontaneous neurotransmitter release (Maximov et al., 2009). How-
ever, genetic knock-out of Cpxs results in decreased spontaneous neu-
rotransmitter release at hippocampal autapses and GABA-/glycinergic
synapses, but not at striatal autapses (Strenzke et al., 2009; Xue et al.,
2007, 2008).

In contrast to the different findings on spontaneous fusion, studies
have consistently shown that Cpx is necessary to promote evoked
Ca2+-dependent neurotransmitter release. These data indicate that
Cpx has distinct effects on different modes of neurotransmitter re-
lease and plays several roles during the multi-step process of synaptic
vesicle fusion. Structure–function studies suggest that different
domains of Cpx contribute to specific steps in synaptic vesicle traf-
ficking. A central helix within Cpx is necessary for SNARE binding
as determined by crystallography (Bracher et al., 2002; Chen et al.,
2002). Cpx constructs that lack this domain or key binding residues
within it are non-functional (Cho et al., 2010; Giraudo et al., 2008;
Martin et al., 2011; Maximov et al., 2009; Xue et al., 2007). The
N-terminus, meanwhile, appears to contain both facilitatory and
inhibitory domains that may be differently used at mammalian and
invertebrate synapses (Giraudo et al., 2009; Hobson et al., 2011;
Martin et al., 2011; Xue et al., 2007, 2009, 2010). In contrast, the func-
tion of the C-terminus is poorly understood. Biochemical studies have
shown that the C-terminus inhibits SNARE-mediated cell fusion
but promotes cell-mediated liposome fusion (Giraudo et al., 2008;
Malsam et al., 2009). In addition, Cpx constructs that lack the
C-terminus are functional in hippocampal autapses, yet fail to rescue
the increased tonic neurotransmitter release observed at the
C. elegans NMJ in cpx-1 null mutants, suggesting that the C-terminus
may act to inhibit neurotransmitter release at some synapses. Recent
studies of several mammalian Cpx isoforms suggest the C-terminal
domainmay differentially regulate clamping versus activation proper-
ties of different isoforms (Kaeser-Woo et al., 2012). Given these diver-
gent results, additional characterization of the C-terminus is needed to
define its precise role in synaptic transmission.

In this study, we analyzed the function of the C-terminus of
DmCpx. Using a chemical mutagenesis approach, we isolated a Cpx
allele with an early stop codon that truncates the far C-terminus.
These mutants show reduced Cpx protein levels and mislocalize Cpx
at synaptic boutons at Drosophila larval NMJs. We subsequently iden-
tified two alternatively spliced isoforms, DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B,
which vary in the far C-terminus, with additional C-terminal variation
created through RNA editing of DmCpx7A. Although DmCpx7A
predominates at the mRNA level in larvae and adults, both isoforms
are expressed in the developing nervous system and their mRNA
expression is activity-regulated. In transgenic rescue experiments,
we show that DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B are similarly localized to syn-
aptic boutons at the larval NMJ. However, we find that DmCpx7A
and DmCpx7B have different effects on spontaneous and evoked neu-
rotransmitter release, with DmCpx7A being a better inhibitor of spon-
taneous release and DmCpx7B functioning as a better facilitator of
evoked release. DmCpx7A contains a C-terminal membrane tethering
prenylation domain, while DmCpx7B does not. We propose a model
in which C-terminal modification regulates the effects of Cpx on dif-
ferent modes of neurotransmitter release.
Results

The C-terminus of DmCpx is necessary for protein stability, localization
and function

We performed an ethane methylsulfonate (EMS) non-
complementation mutagenesis screen with the cpxSH1 null mutant
to isolate additional Cpx alleles in Drosophila. cpx572 was identified
in a screen of 5000 mutagenized lines as a loss-of-function mutation.
Sequence analysis revealed that the cpx572 allele contains a small de-
letion near the end of exon 6, leading to a premature stop codon and
deletion of the final ~25 residues of the Cpx protein (Fig. 1A). Similar
to the cpxSH1 null allele (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007), cpx572 is
semi-lethal. Homozygous adult cpx572 escapers are uncoordinated
and ataxic, though they are less severely affected than null animals.
Western blot analysis indicates that a truncated form of Cpx protein
is present in head extracts from cpx572 adults. The truncated Cpx pro-
tein is expressed at b20% of wild type levels (Fig. 1B), suggesting that
the far C-terminus regulates Cpx protein stability in vivo.

We next evaluated Cpx protein localization and function at larval
NMJs of cpx572 mutants. Although weak Cpx expression could be
detected within motor axons, Cpx failed to accumulate in synaptic
boutons at similar levels to the wildtype protein when examined by
confocal microscopy (Fig. 1C). Imaging at higher laser power revealed
that the remaining Cpx found at mutant cpx572 NMJs was distributed
in puncta, rather than being localized diffusely in the bouton as
observed in controls (Fig. 1D). The Cpx puncta found at cpx572 NMJs
resided near, but did not completely overlap active zones, as revealed
by co-staining for the active zone protein Bruchpilot. The residual Cpx
did not overlap with peri-active zone proteins such as Fas2 (Fig. 1D).
These data indicate that the far C-terminus of Cpx regulates its
subsynaptic localization. In addition to mislocalization of Cpx at syn-
apses, cpx572 larvae displayed disruptions in synaptic transmission
at the NMJ, with a slightly less severe phenotype than observed in
cpxSH1 null larvae (Fig. 2). cpx572 mutants show a large elevation
in the frequency of spontaneous release (Fig. 2A, B), and a milder re-
duction in the amplitude of the evoked response compared to nulls
(Fig. 2C, D). Compared to cpxSH1 null mutants, cpx572 mutants also
showed milder defects in synaptic depression during short (Fig. 2E, F)
and long (Fig. 2G–I) stimulation trains. These data indicate that
the C-terminus regulates both subsynaptic localization and function of
Cpx, and that the cpx572 mutant is a hypomorphic allele.

The Drosophila Cpx locus generates multiple splice isoforms

To further investigate the function of the C-terminus of DmCpx,
we used cDNA analysis to detect any endogenous sequence variation
present at the Cpx genomic locus. Unlike mammals, which have four
Cpx genes, there is only a single Cpx gene in Drosophila. An analysis
of the genomic sequence compared to sequenced expressed sequence
tag (EST) clones revealed multiple alternative splicing predictions
for DmCpx (Fig. 3A). The genomic locus is predicted to encode 12 dif-
ferent transcripts produced by alternative splicing of the first exon,
which contains a large portion of the 5′ untranslated region (UTR)
of the cpx mRNA, but no coding sequence. Alternative splicing of the
first exon is well supported by sequences of ESTs that correspond to
those found in the alternate first exons. In general, the 5′ UTR of
mRNA sequences can regulate both translation initiation and mRNA
stability (Pickering and Willis, 2005). The wide variety of 5′ UTRs in
cpx transcripts suggests that the timing, level, and/or location of Cpx
expression is likely to be tightly regulated in Drosophila. We also
identified alternative splicing that altered coding exons within Cpx.
Notably, the far C-terminus is encoded by one of two alternatives
for exon 7, which we term exon 7A and exon 7B. We PCR amplified
and sequenced individual cDNAs from the ATG start site in exon 3
to the stop codon in exon 7A or exon 7B. Although alternative splicing
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Fig. 1. The complexin C-terminus is necessary for protein stability and localization. (A) Diagram showing subdomains of the Cpx protein as first reported by Xue et al. (2007). The
numbering corresponds to residues in DmCpx7A. The region of the C-terminus deleted in cpx572 mutants is indicated. (B) Western blot analysis of Cpx protein levels in cpx572

mutants. Bands corresponding to Cpx and the loading control arginine kinase (ArgK) are shown for Canton S (wildtype — WT) and cpx572 mutant animals. Note the truncated
Cpx protein product in cpx572 mutants. The Cpx expression level was normalized to wildtype. (C) Staining of 3rd instar larval muscle 6/7 NMJs from segment A3 with antibodies
against horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and Cpx indicated reduced Cpx immunoreactivity in synaptic boutons in cpx572 mutants. Scale bar=10 μm. (D) Wildtype Cpx distributes
uniformly over the bouton periphery and nonspecifically overlaps with the active zone protein Bruchpilot (Brp, top panel). Higher intensity imaging reveals that the truncated
protein in cpx572 animals localizes to punctuated structures that reside near, but do not completely overlap, active zones labeled by anti-BRP (middle panels). Similarly, truncated
Cpx does not overlap with the peri-active zone marker, Fas II (bottom panel). Scale bar is 5 μm for the top two panels and 1 μm for the bottom two panels.
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was predicted for exon 4, only exon 4B (Fig. 3A) was ever found from
a total of 70 sequenced cDNAs, and alternative splicing of exon 5
resulted in the insertion of only a single amino acid for transcripts
utilizing exon 5A compared to exon 5B. By far the most extensive
sequence variation occurred due to alternative splicing of exons 7A
and 7B, encoding the final 24 and 20 residues, respectively, in the far
C-terminus of Cpx. Hereafter, the most abundant transcripts utilizing
exon 7A and exon 7B will be referred to as DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B,
respectively.

The C-terminus of Cpx is not highly conserved from invertebrates
to mammals, particularly in the far C-terminus encoded by exon 7
in DmCpx (Fig. 3B). However, DmCpx7A contains a C-terminal
CAAX-box, similar to mammalian Cpx 3 (mCpx3) and mCpx4, which
allows for post-translational prenylation by the addition of either
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a farnesyl (15-carbon chain) or geranylgeranyl (20-carbon chain)
moiety to the cysteine residue and elimination of the terminal three
amino acids (Zhang and Casey, 1996). Prenylation can mediate mem-
brane association and protein–protein interactions (Zhang and Casey,
1996), and this CAAX-box is implicated in proper localization of
DmCpx7A, mCpx3 and mCpx4 (Cho et al., 2010; Reim et al., 2005;
Xue et al., 2009). DmCpx7B lacks a C-terminal CAAX-box, similar to
mCpx1 andmCpx2. The unique exon expressed by DmCpx7B is highly
conserved among 10 related Drosophila species (data not shown),
indicating evolutionary pressure to maintain both isoforms of Cpx.
These results suggest that although Drosophila encodes only a single
Cpx gene, alternative splicing generates functional variants that con-
tain or lack a CAAX-box, similar to mammalian Cpxs.

To determine expression differences between DmCpx7A and
DmCpx7B, we designed primers specific for exon 7A or exon 7B and
used quantitative RT-PCR to calculate the relative abundance of
DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B transcripts. Among both adult and larval
transcripts, DmCpx7Awas ~1000-fold more abundant than DmCpx7B
(Fig. 3C), suggesting that DmCpx7A is the predominant isoform and
that alternative splicing of exon 7 is not developmentally regulated
at the time points studied. We also examined whether the relative
abundance of DmCpx7A or DmCpx7B was regulated by neuronal ac-
tivity using a previously reported approach with the temperature-
sensitive mutants paralytic (paraTS1) and seizure (seiTS1) (Guan et al.,
2005). seiTS1 is a hyperactivity mutant that disrupts an ERG potassium
channel that functions in action potential repolarization. paraTS1 mu-
tants have reduced neuronal excitability secondary to dysfunction in
the voltage-gated sodium channel. Total RNA samples were prepared
from paraTS1 and seiTS1 adults following different heat shock proto-
cols to mimic neuronal hypoactivity and hyperactivity, respectively.
In the acute heat shock protocol, animals were given a 20-min heat
shock at 37 °C followed by a 30-min recovery period. In the chronic
heat shock protocol, animals were given four 5-min heat shocks at
37 °C spaced 1 h apart and followed by a 24-hour recovery period.
At baseline without heat shock, both DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B levels
were elevated in seiTS1 mutants (pb0.01 and pb0.001, respectively,
two-way ANOVA Bonferroni post-test) and DmCpx7B levels were re-
duced in paraTS1 mutants (pb0.001) compared to wild-type controls.
There was no difference in the activity-dependence of DmCpx7A vs.
DmCpx7B (p>0.05, two-way ANOVA; Fig. 3D). However, both tran-
scripts were significantly downregulated in seiTS1 mutants following
the acute or chronic heat shock protocols vs. untreated seiTS1 animals
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(pb0.001, two-way ANOVA Bonferroni post-test). In summary, our
results suggest that neuronal activity levels can modulate Cpx mRNA
expression, potentially altering basal release properties of the synapse
in an activity-dependent manner.

RNA editing of the DmCpx7A C-terminus generates four unique isoforms

In addition to alternative splicing, DmCpx expression can be regu-
lated post-transcriptionally by RNA editing. Hoopengardner et al.
(2003) used a comparative genomics approach with 18 Drosophila
species to identify targets of the RNA editing enzyme adenosine
deaminase acting on RNA (ADAR) and found three sites of RNA
editing within DmCpx exon 7A: position 375, which encodes isoleu-
cine (Ile) residue 125, and positions 388 and 389, which encode
asparagine (Asn) residue 130. RNA editing at position 375 changes
Ile-125 to methionine (Met), and RNA editing at positions 388 and
389 can change Asn-130 to aspartate (Asp), serine (Ser) or glycine
(Gly). The amino acid possibilities at residue 130 are intriguing
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as Asp is phospho-mimetic, Ser is phospho-competent and Gly is
phospho-incompetent, raising the possibility that phosphorylation
at this site may regulate DmCpx7A function. The ADAR enzymes
require a double-stranded RNA substrate, which is usually provided
by an imperfect duplex in the pre-mRNA formed by base pairing
between the exon containing the adenosine(s) to be edited and an
intronic region called the editing site complementary sequence (ECS)
(Higuchi et al., 1993). To investigate the occurrence of RNA editing in
DmCpx exon 7A, we compared intronic sequences from 12 Drosophila
species to identify highly conserved regions that could function as
the ECS. A region of near perfect conservation was found in the
final 65 bp of intron 6 extending through the first 88 bp of exon 7A
(Fig. 4A). Themfold algorithm for prediction of RNA secondary structure
(Zuker, 2003) suggests that this region folds into an extended, imperfect
RNA duplex (Fig. 4B), satisfying the requirements for an ADAR substrate.

To determine the extent of RNA editing of Cpx in Drosophila, we
sequenced individual cDNA segments of the editing region amplified
by RT-PCR. Interestingly, editing was never observed at the second
and third sites (A388, A389) unless editing had also occurred at the
first site (A375). According to the mfold algorithm, editing at A375
is predicted to extend the length of the imperfect RNA duplex
(Fig. 4C), making it a potentially more stable or attractive substrate
for ADAR to carry out editing at sites A388 and A389. At these final
two sites, editing was either observed at A389, giving rise to a Ser at
residue 130, or at both A388 and A389, giving rise to a Gly at residue
130, but not at A388 alone. Thus, we identified four RNA editing
isoforms of DmCpx exon 7A in vivo: Ile125/Asn130 (the unedited
isoform), Met125/Asn130, Met125/Ser130, and Met125/Gly130. As
a percentage of 96 individual cDNAs sequenced, each isoform was
represented as follows: Ile125/Asn130=61.5%, Met 125/Asn130=
7.3%, Met125/Ser130=10.4%, and Met125/Gly130=20.8%. Only a
small subset of transcripts is known to be RNA edited, and nearly all
encode proteins involved in rapid neurotransmission (Hoopengardner
et al., 2003). Although it is unclear how editing alters Cpx function,
mRNA sequencing indicates multiple isoforms of the edited protein
are likely to be present at synapses that could differentially impact re-
lease properties.

DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B show similar localization and mobility at the
larval NMJ

Given that cpx572 mutants showed defects in Cpx localization
at synaptic boutons, we sought to determine whether DmCpx7A
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and DmCpx7B might display differential localization at synapses
due to their highly divergent C-termini. We first carried out in situ hy-
bridization analysis of late-stage embryos to determine their expression
pattern. Antisense hybridization probes specific for DmCpx7A and
DmCpx7B were designed from the 3′ untranslated regions of exon 7A
and exon 7B, respectively. Both DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B showed
clear expression in the developing central nervous system and ventral
nerve cord (Fig. 5A). Consistent with the RT-PCR results, the DmCpx7A
signal was more robust than that of DmCpx7B. These results suggest
that both DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B are expressed in the developing
nervous system without an obvious region-specific distribution.

We next looked at transgene expression at the larval NMJ. As we
were unable to generate antisera specific to DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B,
we turned to the Gal4-UAS system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993). We
generated transgenic animals expressing DmCpx7A or DmCpx7B
mRNAs downstream of a UAS sequence. When driven pan-neuronally
with the elavC155-Gal4 driver in the cpx null background (cpxSH1), robust
expression of both DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B was observed in synaptic
boutons at the larval NMJ by immunostaining with a pan-Cpx anti-
serum (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007) (Fig. 5B). The halo-shaped
distribution of both transgenic proteins was reminiscent of synaptic
vesicle-associated proteins such as Syt 1 (Littleton et al., 1993). We
next co-expressed DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B transgenic proteins
tagged with either GFP or mCherry with the elavC155-Gal4 driver in
the cpx null background (cpxSH1). Both proteins showed similar sub-
cellular distribution within presynaptic boutons (Fig. 5C), suggesting
that either isoform of the protein can target effectively to synaptic
terminals.

In transfected neurons, prenylation of mCpx3 and mCpx4 results
in a distinct distribution from that of mCpx1 and mCpx2, which lack
prenylation (Reim et al., 2005). mCpx3 and mCpx4 appear to be
concentrated around synaptic terminals, whereas mCpx1 and mCpx2
are distributed more diffusely throughout axonal processes. Although
DmCpx7A, which contains a prenylation motif, and DmCpx7B, which
lacks a prenylation motif, showed similar localization at the larval
NMJ at the level of confocal microscopy, we wondered whether
prenylation of DmCpx7A might result in membrane targeting to
synaptic vesicles or the synaptic plasma membrane that would
alter its mobility compared to DmCpx7B. We generated N-terminal
GFP-tagged DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B transgenic animals and used
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) to follow the
dynamics of the two Cpx isoforms at synapses. As a control, we used
animals expressing UAS-GFP alone to compare to dynamics of soluble
Exon 7AExon 7A 3’UTR
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proteins, and UAS-Synaptogyrin-GFP to compare the dynamics of syn-
aptic vesicle proteins. We selected large diameter synaptic boutons
at muscle fiber 6 and used FRAP to photobleach half of the bouton.
We then followed recovery of the GFP-tagged proteins into the
bleached area for 1 min in 10-second intervals using a Perkin
Elmer spinning disk confocal microscope. Quantitative analysis of
FRAP recovery revealed that GFP-tagged DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B
behaved similarly, with a slower diffusion rate than cytosolic GFP
alone, but faster than the synaptic vesicle membrane-tethered
Synaptogyrin-GFP (Fig. 6A, B). We conclude that both Cpx isoforms
are highly dynamic within individual synaptic boutons. If DmCpx7A is
associated with synaptic vesicles or the plasma membrane via
prenylation, our data indicate it can cycle on and off, resulting in faster
recovery dynamics than integral membrane synaptic vesicle proteins.
Alternatively, a significant population of Cpx7A might lack prenylation
altogether.
DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B differentially regulate spontaneous and evoked
neurotransmitter release

To evaluate functional differences betweenDmCpx7A andDmCpx7B,
we tested the ability of the transgenes to rescue the synaptic trans-
mission defects of cpx null mutants (cpxSH1) when expressed pan-
neuronally. cpx null mutants alone have a dramatic elevation of sponta-
neous release and a reduced evoked response (Figs. 2, 7). DmCpx7A
fully rescued the elevated mini frequency of cpxSH1 mutants, whereas
DmCpx7Bwas only partially able to clamp spontaneous fusion (control:
2.5±0.3 Hz, cpxSH1: 80.0±5.0 Hz, DmCpx7A rescue: 3.5±0.3 Hz,
DmCpx7B rescue: 10.0±1.0 Hz) (Fig. 7A, B). We compared the ability
of DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B to rescue spontaneous release with their
putative mammalian (mouse) counterparts that are prenylated like
the 7A isoform (mCpx4) or lack a prenylation motif like the 7B isoform
(mCpx1). Similar to the effects of the prenylated DmCpx7A isoform,
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mCpx4 was able to robustly rescue the enhanced spontaneous fusion
rate to control levels (Fig. 7A, B). In contrast, the unprenylated mCpx1
isoform failed to fully rescue the enhanced spontaneous release, similar
to DmCpx7B. These results indicate a functional diversification of the
Drosophila splice variants with respect to clamping properties, similar
to what has been achieved with gene duplication in mammals. To fur-
ther examine differences in DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B, we measured
evoked neurotransmitter release in transgenically rescued animals
expressing either isoform. DmCpx7A was able to rescue the reduced
amplitude of EJCs of cpxSH1 mutants, whereas DmCpx7B showed a
strong enhancement of EJC amplitude that is more than twice to that
seen in controls (control: 6.5±0.7 nA, cpxSH1: 4.0±0.3 nA, DmCpx7A
rescue: 7.2±0.7 nA, DmCpx7B rescue: 16.0±1.5 nA) (Fig. 7C).
We next compared the rescue of evoked responses by the
Drosophila splice isoforms to that achieved with mCpx1 and mCpx4.
We observed that mCpx4 again behaved similarly to DmCpx7A,
rescuing the evoked defect in cpxSH1 mutants (Fig. 7C). In contrast,
mCpx1 behaved like DmCpx7B, enhancing evoked release to far
greater levels than controls (Fig. 7C), similar to previous observations
(Cho et al., 2010). We conclude that DmCpx7A is a better inhibitor
of spontaneous release, while DmCpx7B is a better facilitator of
evoked neurotransmitter release. These properties are similar to the
rescue effects observed for the prenylated (mCpx4) and unprenylated
(mCpx1) mammalian isoforms in our model. A number of reports
have suggested that Cpx has different effects on spontaneous vs.
evoked neurotransmitter release (Cho et al., 2010; Hobson et al.,
2011; Huntwork and Littleton, 2007; Martin et al., 2011; Maximov
et al., 2009). Our data indicate that the C-terminus of Drosophila
Cpx regulates both spontaneous and evoked fusion, and that alter-
native splicing generates isoforms with distinct effects on the two
release mechanisms.

Discussion

Although SNAREs make up the core fusion machinery in all
cells, additional SNARE-associated proteins are required for rapid
Ca2+-mediated neurotransmitter release at synapses. Along with
the vesicular Ca2+ sensor Syt 1, Cpx has emerged as a key regulator
of SNARE-mediated fusion. By binding to assembled neuronal
SNARE complexes with 1:1 stoichiometry, Cpx is ideally situated to
regulate vesicle fusion, but its precise role remains unclear. Initial
genetic studies in mice and Drosophila suggested opposing functions
in evoked versus spontaneous release (Huntwork and Littleton,
2007; Xue et al., 2008), and in vitro studies of fusion driven by SNAREs
and Cpx gave mixed results (Giraudo et al., 2006; Malsam et al., 2009;
Schaub et al., 2006; Seiler et al., 2009). Genetic knock-outs of mCpx 1,
2 and 3 resulted in a reduction in both mini frequency and evoked
neurotransmitter release in hippocampal autaptic cultures, suggesting
a facilitatory role for Cpx in synaptic vesicle fusion. Genetic analysis
of the single Cpx gene in Drosophila revealed a dramatic increase
(>40-fold) in mini frequency and a reduction in evoked neurotrans-
mitter release at the larval NMJ, suggesting that Cpx has different
effects on these two modes of synaptic vesicle fusion.

More recent studies using RNAi knock-down of Cpxs in mouse
cortical cultures (Maximov et al., 2009) and genetic knock-outs of
Cpx-1 at the C. elegans NMJ (Hobson et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2011)
found similar results to the original Drosophila study (Huntwork
and Littleton, 2007), supporting amodel inwhich Cpx inhibits sponta-
neous vesicle fusion and promotes synchronous evoked vesicle fusion.
What distinguishes these twomodes of vesicle fusion at themolecular
level, however, remains unclear. Structure–function studies of Cpx
(Giraudo et al., 2009; Hobson et al., 2011; Martin et al., 2011; Xue
et al., 2007, 2009, 2010) have indicated the presence of opposing in-
hibitory and facilitatory subdomains in the N-terminus of the protein.
It has been suggested that the facilitatory and inhibitory functions of
the Cpx N-terminus may be weighted differently depending on the
model system and synapse examined (Xue et al., 2009), explaining
some of the divergent results regarding the effect of Cpx on spontane-
ous release. The role of the C-terminus, however, is less clear. In vitro,
the C-terminus of mCpx1 appears to inhibit SNARE-mediated cell–cell
fusion (Giraudo et al., 2008), but promotes SNARE-mediated liposome
fusion (Malsam et al., 2009). On the other hand, Cpx constructs lacking
the C-terminus are functional in hippocampal autaptic culture (Xue
et al., 2007), but fail to rescue the aldicarb sensitivity of cpx-1 null
mutants in C. elegans (Martin et al., 2011). Finally, lentiviral rescue
of shRNAi mCpx1/mCpx2 knockdown cultured cortical neurons indi-
cated that the Cpx C-terminus regulated clamping and vesicle priming
functions of the protein, but not Ca2+-triggering of evoked release
(Kaeser-Woo et al., 2012). These results suggest that the C-terminus
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may exert an effect on neurotransmitter release at some, but not all,
synapses.

To address the uncertainty regarding the function of the C-terminus
of Cpx, we identified and characterized a Drosophila mutant cpx572,
which contains an early stop codon that eliminates the final ~25 resi-
dues of the C-terminus. These mutants generated a truncated form of
Cpx that was present at ~20% of wild type levels in adult head extracts
and mislocalized at synaptic boutons at the larval NMJ. In addition,
cpx572 mutants displayed similar, though slightly milder, defects in
synaptic transmission compared to cpx null animals. These results
argue that the C-terminus of DmCpx is important for protein stability
and function. We subsequently examined naturally occurring splice
isoforms of DmCpx and identified a splicing event that leads to two
alternative far C-termini. These isoforms, DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B,
differ in the final ~25 residues of the protein (the same region that is
truncated in cpx572 mutants). DmCpx7A is the predominant isoform at
the mRNA level in both larvae and adults (Fig. 3C), and both DmCpx7A
and DmCpx7B transcripts show similar activity dependence in the
temperature-sensitive activity mutants paraTS1 and seiTS1 (Fig. 3D).
However, the presence of multiple Pumilio binding sites in the 3′ UTR
of DmCpx7A, but not DmCpx7B (Fig. 3A), raises the possibility that
the translation of these isoforms may undergo additional regulation.
In addition, DmCpx7Aundergoes RNA editingwithin exon 7 to generate
further diversity. Editing at one of the sites in DmCpx7A generates
a potential phosphorylation site within this domain. Like the edited
version of DmCpx7A, the DmCpx7B isoform also contains a potential
phosphorylation site in exon 7. Future experiments with edited and
non-edited transgenes will be required to define how RNA editing of
Cpx regulates its effects on neurotransmission.

Based on the altered Cpx protein localization at the larval NMJ
in cpx572 mutants (Fig. 1C), we hypothesized that DmCpx7A and
DmCpx7B would show distinct localization patterns at synapses.
Although isoform-specific antisera failed to recognize any Cpx immu-
noreactivity on fixed tissue, we could detect expression of DmCpx7A
and DmCpx7B transgenes using pan-Cpx antiserum (Huntwork and
Littleton, 2007) or transgenically expressed fluorescently-tagged
variants. At the level of confocalmicroscopy, both transgenes localized
to synaptic boutons at the larval NMJ in a halo pattern (Fig. 5B) remi-
niscent of synaptic vesicle-associated proteins such as Syt 1 (Littleton
et al., 1993). These data indicate that although the far C-terminus
of Cpx is necessary for proper protein localization, the dissimilar
C-terminal sequences of DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B both allow for
trafficking to synapses. We also performed FRAP analysis of GFP-
tagged DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B GFP-tagged proteins at individual
synapses. Both proteins were highly mobile within bleached boutons,
recovering faster than a synaptic vesicle integral membrane protein,
but slower than cytoplasmic GFP (Fig. 6).

Finally, we examined the function of DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B in
synaptic transmission at the larval NMJ by expressing the transgenes
in a cpx null mutant background (cpxSH1) and evaluating their ability to
rescue the elevated mini frequency and decreased evoked neurotrans-
mitter release observed in cpxSH1 mutants (Huntwork and Littleton,
2007). DmCpx7A was able to restore control levels for both mini fre-
quency and evoked neurotransmitter release (Fig. 7A–B). In contrast,
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DmCpx7B only partially rescued the elevated mini frequency but pro-
moted evoked neurotransmitter release to more than twice the levels
of control (Fig. 7A–B). A number of studies have shown distinct roles
for Cpx in spontaneous vs. evoked neurotransmitter release. Besides
the increased mini frequency and reduced evoked neurotransmitter
release observed in Drosophila cpx mutants, similar results have now
been reported at the C. elegans NMJ (Hobson et al., 2011; Martin et al.,
2011). In mice, knockouts of mCpx 1, 2 and 3 show decreases in both
spontaneous and evoked neurotransmitter release in hippocampal
autaptic cultures and certain synapses in brain slices (Xue et al.,
2008). In contrast, RNAi knock-down of mCpx 1 and 2 results in in-
creased spontaneous and decreased evoked neurotransmitter release
in cortical cultures (Maximov et al., 2009), similar to findings at the
Drosophila larval and C. elegans NMJs. Thus, the emerging trend is that
Cpx can have distinct effects on different modes of neurotransmitter
release. Our findings with DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B indicate that the
differential ability to inhibit spontaneous neurotransmitter release
and promote evoked neurotransmitter release can be regulated by the
far C-terminus of Cpx.

The most striking difference between the two far C-terminal
DmCpx isoforms is the presence of a prenylation motif in DmCpx7A
that is absent from DmCpx7B. In mammals, this motif is found in
mCpx 3 and 4, but not in mCpx 1 and 2 (McMahon et al., 1995;
Reim et al., 2005), and it has been shown to be important for Cpx pro-
tein localization (Reim et al., 2005) and function (Cho et al., 2010;
Xue et al., 2009). The prenylation motif in mCpx 3 and 4 is necessary
for concentrated expression of these proteins near sites of synaptic
vesicle release in transfected neurons, and mutations in this motif
result in a more diffuse distribution of mCpx 3 and 4, similar to that
seen for mCpx 1 and 2, which lack a prenylation motif (Reim et al.,
2005). Furthermore, our lab and others have shown that the
prenylationmotif in DmCpx7A is critical for its function in neurotrans-
mitter release (Cho et al., 2010). Xue et al. (2009) found that mutating
the DmCpx7A prenylation motif impaired its ability to inhibit sponta-
neous neurotransmitter release in hippocampal autaptic cultures.
Similarly, Cho et al. (2010) showed that replacing the prenylation
motif of DmCpx7A with the final four residues of mCpx1 not only
blocked its ability to inhibit spontaneous neurotransmitter release, but
also enhanced its ability to promote evoked neurotransmitter release.
In short, disrupting the C-terminal prenylation motif of DmCpx7A
caused it to function like DmCpx7B. In addition, the differential
effects of rescue on evoked and spontaneous release by DmCpx7A
and DmCpx7B were similar to those observed for their mammalian
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counterparts that were prenylated (mCpx4) or not (mCpx1). These
data indicate that the far C-terminus, including C-terminal prenylation
at the CAAX box, plays a key role in determining how Cpx clamps
spontaneous fusion and promotes evoked release.

Based on our Drosophila Cpx studies, we propose a model for how
DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B might differentially regulate neurotransmit-
ter release (Fig. 8). It has been estimated that three to ten SNARE
complexes are needed per vesicle to achieve normal Ca2+-triggered
vesicle fusion kinetics (Karatekin et al., 2010; Mohrmann et al.,
2010). In contrast, only a single SNARE complex is required for in
vitro fusion (van den Bogaart et al., 2010), a process that may more
directly apply to random spontaneous minis in vivo. Prenylation of
DmCpx7A may tether it to membranes, increasing its local concentra-
tion at sites of neurotransmitter release and allowing it to bind to
more SNARE complexes per vesicle. To function effectively as a fusion
clamp, we hypothesize that Cpx would need to prevent even a single
SNARE complex at the synaptic vesicle–membrane interface from
exerting fusion-triggering forces. On the other hand, unprenylated
DmCpx7B might be present at a lower local concentration at sites of
neurotransmitter release. This could lead to binding of DmCpx7B to
fewer SNARE complexes per vesicle. If the ability of Cpx to inhibit
spontaneous neurotransmitter release were directly correlated to the
number of SNARE complexes bound per vesicle, DmCpx7A would be
expected to be a stronger fusion clamp than DmCpx7B, as we observe
in our rescue experiments (Fig. 7). Several possibilities exist for the
enhanced evoked release in DmCpx7B expressing animals. If evoked
fusion requires Ca2+-activated Syt 1 to bind to SNARE complexes and
displace Cpx, a reduced amount of DmCpx7B attached to SNARE
complexes would make it easier for Syt 1 to trigger fusion. Moreover,
the ability of Cpx to promote evoked neurotransmitter release has
been linked to protein mobility. In vitro, GPI-anchored mCpx 1 was
found to inhibit SNARE-mediated cell fusion to a much greater degree
than solublemCpx 1 (Giraudo et al., 2006).More recently, real-time ob-
servation of fluorescently labeled Cpx during single evoked exocytic
events in PC12 cells showed that Cpx was present only briefly at sites
of exocytosis at the onset of fusion. A truncated form of Cpx, however,
appeared ~0.5 s prior to the onset of fusion and lingered for ~2 s after
fusion, and this longer dwell time was correlated with reduced trans-
mitter release (An et al., 2010). If prenylation of DmCpx7A increased
its dwell time at active zone release sites compared to unprenylated
DmCpx7B, this might explain why DmCpx7B was better able to pro-
mote evoked neurotransmitter release than DmCpx7A in our rescue
experiments. In summary, although Drosophila contains only one Cpx
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gene, compared to four Cpx genes in mammals, the DmCpx locus can
produce multiple Cpx isoforms through alternative splicing and RNA
editing, perhaps to serve the distinct needs of different synapses. We
also demonstrate that alternative splicing of the C-terminus of DmCpx
results in two isoforms with differing effects on spontaneous and
evoked neurotransmitter release, highlighting the importance of the
C-terminus in regulating the effect of Cpx on these twomodes of synap-
tic vesicle fusion.

Experimental methods

Drosophila genetics and molecular cloning

Drosophila melanogaster were cultured on standard medium at
25 °C. Genomic evaluation of Drosophila cpx regions made use of
Flybase (Tweedie et al., 2009). DmCpx7A was cloned from a Drosophila
cDNA clone obtained from the Drosophila Genomics Research Center
(clone ID GH27718). DmCpx7B was cloned from a first-strand cDNA
synthesized using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription
Kit (Applied Biosystems) from total RNA purified from Canton S
adults using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). PCR products were
subcloned into the pValum vector downstream of a 10xUAS cassette.
UAS-DmCpx7A, UAS-DmCpx7B, UAS-GFP-DmCpx7A, UAS-mCherry-
DmCpx7A, UAS-GFP-DmCpx7B and UAS-mCherry-DmCpx7B were
injected by Genetic Services Inc. (Cambridge, MA) into y1v1;;P{CaryP}
attP2 embryos for a third chromosome insertion as described (Ni
et al., 2008). UAS lines were then recombined into the cpxSH1 null mu-
tant background (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007). The elavC155-Gal4
driver was used for pan-neuronal expression of transgenes. The cpx572

mutant was generated by feeding EMS to Canton S males and testing
non-complementation of 5000 mutagenized lines with cpxSH1.

Immunostaining and western blot analysis

Immunostaining was performed on wandering 3rd instar larvae
after rearing at 25 °C as described previously (Huntwork and
Littleton, 2007; Rieckhof et al., 2003). Anti-DmCpx antiserum
(1:500) (Huntwork and Littleton, 2007) with a secondary antibody
conjugated to Alexa-488 (Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA) and
goat anti-HRP antiserum conjugated to DyLight 549 (Jackson
ImmunoResearch) (1:1000, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove,
PA) were used for immunostaining. Immunoreactive proteins were
visualized on a Zeiss Pascal Confocal microscope system with PASCAL
software (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.).

Western blotting of whole adult head lysates was performed
using standard laboratory procedures with anti-DmCpx (1:5000). For
quantitative western analysis, adult heads were collected and lysed
in 10 μl of 4× Laemmli sample buffer/head (8% SDS, 40% glycerol,
20% 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.02% bromophenol blue, 250 mM Tris HCl,
pH 6.8). The equivalent of one head was loaded per lane. Equal
loading was assayed using anti-arginine kinase at 1:5000. Western
blots were imaged using an Odyssey infrared scanner (Li-Cor). The
intensity of each DmCpx band was standardized to the intensity of the
corresponding arginine kinase band using Odyssey software (Li-Cor).
Samples were prepared and loaded in triplicate for a total of nine
measurements.

FRAP analysis

Larvae expressing DmCpx7A-GFP or DmCpx7B-GFP were
preselected for FRAP experiments based on GFP intensity. 3rd instar
larvae were dissected in HL3 solution and pinned on silgard plates.
Nerves were cut to eliminate muscle contractions. NMJs were imaged
under 40× magnification using a Perkin Elmer spinning disk confocal
microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu C9100-13 camera. Areas of
the bouton were bleached using a 50 mW 488 laser operating on
maximum power. Confocal images were collected before and after
bleaching and fluorescence recovery was followed for 1 min with
10 s intervals. Total fluorescence of the bleached areas was measured
before and after bleaching. Fluorescence recovery was measured as
delta F between bleached areas and the recovering time point and
plotted as a percentage of the initial fluorescence.

In situ hybridization

Sense and antisense RNA probes labeled with digoxigenin (Roche)
were generated by in vitro transcription of the first 500 bp in the 3′
untranslated regions of both Cpx7A and Cpx7B. In situ hybridization
was carried out as described previously (Tautz and Pfeifle, 1989).

Quantitative RT-PCR

For absolute quantification of DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B levels,
total RNA was extracted from ten adult Canton S flies or 3rd instar
larvae using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) and treated with DNase I
(Ambion) according to the manufacturers' instructions. DNase I was
then removed from each sample with the RNeasy Mini Kit. Single
stranded cDNA was synthesized in a total volume of 20 μL from 1 μg
of total RNA using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit
(Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer's protocol. PCR
was carried out in quadruplicate for each of three independent
total RNA samples per genotype in optical 96-well plates (Applied
Biosystems) for a total of 12 measurements per data point. The reac-
tion mixtures were as follows: 25 μL of 2× QuantiTect SYBR Green
PCR Master Mix (Qiagen), 300 nM forward primer, 300 nM reverse
primer, and 5 μL of single stranded cDNA (see above) in a total
volume of 50 μL. The thermal cycling conditions were 15 min at
95 °C, followed by 40 cycles of 15 s at 94 °C, 30 s at 54 °C, and 30 s
at 72 °C. A final dissociation step was carried out to evaluate product
integrity, and reaction samples were run on a 1.2% agarose gel and
stained with ethidium bromide. The absolute levels of DmCpx7A and
DmCpx7B were calculated using SDS software (Applied Biosystems)
by comparison to a standard curve of DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B mRNA,
respectively, transcribed in vitro. Values were normalized to the level
of DmCpx7A transcripts in adult flies. For relative quantification of
mRNA levels in the activity-dependence experiments (Fig. 2D), the
levels of DmCpx7A and DmCpx7B were calculated using SDS software
(Applied Biosystems) by the 2−ΔΔCt method using actin (Act88F) as
an internal control and untreated wild-type (Canton S) animals as a
calibrator. Samples were prepared in triplicate. The primer sequences
were as follows: Act88F forward 5′-ACTTCTGCTGGAAGGTGGAC-3′
and reverse 5′-ATCCGCAAGGATCTGTATGC-3′, DmCpx7A forward
5′-CCCCCAAGAAGAGCCCAATC-3′ and reverse 5′-CACTGCATGACACA
TTTTCCCTCTAT-3′, and DmCpx7B forward 5′-CGCCGAAGCGGAGCA
GGAAGAG-3′ and reverse 5′-GGGCGTGCTGGTGTGGGTGTCT-3′.

Electrophysiological analysis

Postsynaptic currents from the specified genotypes were recorded
at segment A3 of the ventral longitudinal muscle 6 in 3rd instar larvae
using two-electrode voltage clamp with a −80 mV holding potential
in modified HL3 solution (in mM: 10 NaHCO3, 5 KCl, 4 MgCl, 5 HEPES,
70 NaCl, 5 trehalose, 115 sucrose, pH 7.2). Final Ca2+ concentration
was adjusted to the desired level indicated in the text. Data acquisi-
tion was performed using Axoscope 9.0 software. Quantal content
was estimated by dividing the current integral of nerve-evoked cur-
rents by the current integral from individual quanta. Motor nerves
innervating the musculature were severed and placed into a suction
electrode so action potential stimulation could be applied at the indi-
cated frequencies using a programmable stimulator. Electrophysiology
analysis was performed using Clampfit 9.0 software (Axon Instruments,
Foster City). Statistical analysis and graphswere performed usingOrigin
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Software (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA). Statistical
significance was determined using a two-tailed Student's t test. For all
data, error bars represent SEM.
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